This paper proposes a method for intrasentential subject zero anaphora resolution in Japanese. Our proposed method utilizes a Multi-column Convolutional Neural Network (MCNN) for predicting zero anaphoric relations. Motivated by Centering Theory and other previous works, we exploit as clues both the surface word sequence and the dependency tree of a target sentence in our MCNN. Even though the F-score of our method was lower than that of the state-of-the-art method, which achieved relatively high recall and low precision, our method achieved much higher precision (>0.8) in a wide range of recall levels. We believe such high precision is crucial for real-world NLP applications and thus our method is preferable to the state-of-the-art method.
Introduction
In such pro-drop languages as Japanese, Chinese and Italian, pronouns are frequently omitted in text. For example, the subject of uketa (suffered) is unrealized in the following Japanese example (1):
(1) sono-houkokusho-wa seifu i -ga The report pointed out that the government i agreed to a treaty and (it i ) suffered economically.
The omitted argument is called a zero anaphor, which is represented using ϕ. In example (1), zero anaphor ϕ i refers to its antecedent, seifu i (government). Such a reference phenomenon is called zero anaphora. Identifying zero anaphoric relations is an essential task in developing such accurate NLP applications as information extraction and machine translation for pro-drop languages. For example, in Japanese, 60% of subjects in newspaper articles are unrealized as zero anaphors (Iida et al., 2007) .
This paper proposes a method for intra-sentential subject zero anaphora resolution, in which a zero anaphor and its antecedent appear in the same sentence and the zero anaphor must be a subject of a predicate, for Japanese. We target subject zero anaphors because they represent 85% of the intrasentential zero anaphora in our data set (example (1) is such a case). Furthermore, this work focuses on intra-sentential zero anaphora because intersentential cases, in which a zero anaphor and its antecedent do not appear in the same sentence, are extremely difficult. The accuracy of the state-of-theart method for resolving inter-sentential anaphora is low (Sasano and Kurohashi, 2011) , and we believe the current technologies are not mature enough to deal with inter-sentential cases.
Our method locally predicts the likelihood of a zero anaphoric relation between every possible combination of potential zero anaphor and potential antecedent without considering the other (potential) zero anaphoric relations in the same sentence. The final determination of zero anaphoric relations for each zero anaphor in a given sentence is done in a greedy way; only the most likely candidate antecedent for each zero anaphor is selected as its antecedent as far as the likelihood score exceeds a given threshold. This approach contrasts with global optimization methods (Yoshikawa et al., 2011; Iida and Poesio, 2011; Ouchi et al., 2015) , which have recently become popular. These methods use the constraints among possible zero anaphoric relations, such as "if a candidate antecedent is identified as the antecedent of a subject zero anaphor of a predicate, the candidate cannot be referred to by the object zero anaphor of the same predicate", and determine an optimal set of zero anaphoric relations in an entire sentence while satisfying such constraints, using such optimization techniques as sentence-wise global learning (Ouchi et al., 2015) and integer linear programming (Iida and Poesio, 2011) .
Although the global optimization methods have outperformed the previous greedy-style methods, our contention is that greedy-style methods can still, in a certain sense, outperform the state-of-the-art global optimization methods. Ouchi et al. (2015) 's global optimization method achieved the state-ofthe-art F-score for Japanese intra-sentential subject zero anaphora resolution, but its performance has not yet reached a level of practical use. In our setting, for example, it actually obtained a precision of only 0.61, and even after attempting to obtain more reliable zero anaphoric relations by several modifications, we could only achieve 0.80 precision at extremely low recall levels (<0.01). On the other hand, while our proposed greedy-style method obtained a lower F-score than Ouchi et al.'s method, it achieved much higher precision in a wide range of recall levels (e.g., around 0.8 precision at 0.25 in recall and around 0.7 precision at 0.4 in recall). We believe such high precision is crucial to realworld applications, even though the recall remains low, and thus our method is preferable to Ouchi et al.'s method in that sense.
In our proposed method, we use a Multi-column Convolutional Neural Network (MCNN) (Cireşan et al., 2012) , which is a variant of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1998 ). An MCNN has several independent columns, each of which has its own convolutional and pooling layers. The outputs of all the columns are combined in the final layer to provide a final prediction. In this work, motivated by Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) and other previous works, we exploit as distinct columns the word sequences obtained from the surface word sequence and the dependency tree of a target sentence in our MCNN. Although the existing works also exploited such word sequences, they used only particular types of information from them as features based on the researchers' linguistic insights. In contrast, we minimized such feature engineering due to using an MCNN.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly overview previous work on zero anaphora resolution. In Section 3, we present the procedure of our zero anaphora resolution method and explain the column sets used in our MCNN architecture. We evaluate how effectively our method recognizes intra-sentential subject zero anaphora in Section 4 and summarize this work and discuss future directions in Section 5.
Related work
The typical zero anaphora resolution algorithms proposed so far have exploited the information of a predicate that potentially has a zero anaphor and its candidate antecedent in a supervised manner (Seki et al., 2002; Iida et al., 2003; Isozaki and Hirao, 2003; Iida et al., 2006; Taira et al., 2008; Sasano et al., 2008; Imamura et al., 2009; Hayashibe et al., 2011; Iida and Poesio, 2011; Sasano and Kurohashi, 2011; Yoshikawa et al., 2011) . In addition, existing works have exploited the dependency path between a predicate and a candidate antecedent either by encoding such paths to the set of binary features of the words that appear in the path (Iida and Poesio, 2011) or by mining from the paths the sub-trees that effectively discriminate zero anaphoric relations (Iida et al., 2006) . However, both methods just focus on the dependency paths between a predicate and a candidate antecedent without exploiting other structural fragments in the dependency tree representing a target sentence, whereas our method uses the text fragments that cover the entire dependency tree.
Another important clue was derived from discourse theories, such as Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) . In this theory, (zero) anaphoric phenomenon is explained based on the rules and principles regarding the recency and saliency of candidate antecedents. Okumura and Tamura (1996) developed a rule-based method based on the idea of Centering Theory. Iida et al. (2003) and Imamura et al. (2009) used as features for machine learning the results of rule-based antecedent identification based on a variant of Centering Theory (Nariyama, 2002) . However, we observed that actual anaphoric phenomena often do not obey Centering Theory. To robustly resolve zero anaphora, we need to explore additional clues that are represented in a target sentence (or text).
Recent work by Iida et al. (2015) newly introduced a sub-problem of zero anaphora resolution, subject sharing recognition, which is the task that judges whether two predicates have the same subject. In their method, a network of subject sharing predicates is created by their subject sharing recognizer, and then zero anaphora resolution is performed by propagating a subject to the unrealized subject positions through the path in the network. Even though the accuracy of subject sharing recognition exceeds that of zero anaphora resolution, the zero anaphoric relations identified using the results of subject sharing recognition are limited to those that can be reached by subject sharing relations. The recall of this method is not high.
Although most zero anaphora resolution methods independently identify a zero anaphoric relation for each predicate, some previous works optimized the global assignment of zero anaphoric relations in an entire sentence (or an entire text) while satisfying several constraints among zero anaphoric relations. For example, Iida and Poesio (2011) found the best assignment of subject zero anaphoric relations using integer linear programming. As mentioned in the Introduction, Ouchi et al. (2015) estimated the global score of all of the predicate-argument assignments in a sentence, which include the assignments of intrasentential zero anaphoric relations, to find the best assignment using a hill-climbing technique. Their method has an advantage: it can exploit complicated relations (e.g., the combination of two potential zero anaphoric relations) as features to directly decide more than one predicate-argument relation simultaneously. We adopted Ouchi et al. (2015) 's method as a baseline in Section 4 because it achieved the state-of-the-art performance for intra-sentential zero anaphora resolution. Collobert et al. (2011) proposed CNN architecture that can be applied to various NLP tasks, such as PoS tagging, chunking, named entity recognition and semantic role labeling. Following this work, CNNs have been utilized in such NLP tasks as document classification (Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Kim, 2014; Johnson and Zhang, 2015) , paraphrase (Hu et al., 2014; Yin and Schütze, 2015) and relation extraction (Liu et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2014; dos Santos et al., 2015; Nguyen and Grishman, 2015) . MCNNs were first introduced for image classification (Cireşan et al., 2012) . In NLP tasks, they have been utilized for question-answering (Dong et al., 2015) and relation extraction (Zeng et al., 2015) . Our MCNN architecture was inspired by a Siamese architecture (Chopra et al., 2005) , which we extend to a multi-column network and replace its similarity measure with a softmax function at its top.
Proposed method
Our proposed method consists of the following four steps:
Step 1 Extract every pair of a predicate and a candidate antecedent, ⟨pred i , cand i ⟩, that appears in a target sentence.
Step 2 Predict the probability of each pair using our MCNN.
Step 3 Rank in descending order all the pairs by their probabilities obtained in Step 2.
Step 4 Choose the top pair ⟨pred i , cand i ⟩ in the ranked list and fill the zero anaphor position of predicate pred i by cand i if the position has not already been filled by another candidate. Remove ⟨pred i , cand i ⟩ from the list and repeat this step as long as the score of the chosen pair exceeds a given threshold.
In
Step 1, we extract set of pairs ⟨pred i , cand i ⟩ in which candidate antecedent cand i is paired with predicate pred i . Note that we extracted predicate pred i , instead of a zero anaphor that is an unrealized subject of pred i , because the (potential) zero anaphor of pred i is omitted in the text and cannot be extracted directly.
Step 2, our MCNN gives a probability that indicates the likelihood of a zero anaphoric relation to judge for each pair whether cand i fills the blank subject position of pred i through zero anaphora and ranks all of the pairs by the probabilities in Step 3. Finally, in
Step 4 we actually fill cand i in the blank subject positions of pred i in a greedy style in the order of the ranked list in Step 3, i.e., the zero anaphora resolution with a higher probability is done before that with a lower probability. If the subject position is already occupied by another candidate antecedent, candidate antecedents are no longer filled at that position.
Design of columns used in MCNN

In
Step 2 of our method, we use a Multi-column Convolutional Neural Network (MCNN). Note that zero anaphoric phenomena can be divided into two different referential phenomena: anaphoric (i.e., an antecedent precedes its zero anaphor) and cataphoric (i.e., a zero anaphor precedes its antecedent) cases. To capture this difference, we divided the set of training instances into two subsets by the relative occurrence positions of a predicate and a candidate antecedent and respectively trained two independent MCNNs using each set.
Our MCNN simultaneously uses four column sets, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In the following explanation for each column set, we assume that candidate antecedent cand i precedes predicate pred i in the surface order (for the opposite case, i.e., the cataphoric case, the positions of cand i and pred i are switched).
BASE The first column set consists of one column, which stores the word vectors of the bunsetsu SURFSEQ The second column set consists of three columns, which store the word vectors of (a) the surface word sequence spanning from the beginning of the sentence to cand i , (b) the sequence between cand i and pred i , and (c) the remainder, i.e., from pred i to the end of the sentence. Note that cand i and pred i are not included in any column of this column set. We call this column set the SURFSEQ column set. DEPTREE The third set consists of four columns. We extracted four partial dependency trees from the entire dependency tree of a target sentence: (a) the dependency path between pred i and cand i , (b) the sub-trees that depend on pred i , (c) the sub-trees on which cand i depends and (d) the remaining subtrees, which are illustrated in Figure 2 . Note that cand i and pred i are not included in the partial trees. Each column stores the word vectors of the word sequence in which the words in (the set of) the partial trees are ordered by their surface order. We call this set the DEPTREE column set.
PREDCONTEXT The fourth set consists of three columns, which store the word vectors of (a) the bunsetsu phrase including pred i , (b) the surface word sequence that appears before (a) (from the beginning of the sentence) and (c) the sequence that appears after (a) (until the end of the sentence). We call this column set the PREDCONTEXT column set.
Among the four column sets, the SURFSEQ column set was designed to introduce the clues based (1) on Centering Theory, in which the antecedent for a given zero anaphor can basically be identified by the recency and saliency properties of a candidate antecedent. More precisely, in the set of the most salient candidate antecedents, the most recent one is preferred. For example, suppose example (2) in which the predicate increase has a subject zero anaphor and its antecedent is France:
(2) nihon-wa shoshikataisaku-ni Japan-TOP countermeasures to falling birth rate-IOBJ shippaishi-taga, furansu-wa sore-ni seikoushi
(it i -SUBJ) birth rate-OBJ increase Japan failed to develop countermeasures to its falling birth rate, but France i succeeded and (ϕ i ) increased its birth rate.
In this situation, there are two most salient candidate antecedents, Japan and France, because they are marked with topic marker wa, which basically indicates the highest degree of candidate saliency. In this case, France is selected as the antecedent because it appears more recently than Japan, and such recency can be estimated by consulting the surface word sequence between France and increase: no other salient candidates are included in the word sequence. Also, the other two types of word sequences (i.e., the sequence that spans from the beginning of the sentence to cand i and that spans from pred i to its end) are important for confirming whether a more salient candidate than cand i appears in each word sequence. If such a more salient candidate is found, it should be a stronger candidate of the antecedent. The DEPTREE column set is introduced for capturing a different aspect of intra-sentential zero anaphora. In the explanation based on Centering Theory, the most salient candidate (e.g., the candidate marked with wa (topic marker)) is selected as an antecedent, but example (1) in Section 1 cannot be interpreted based on saliency and recency. In example (1), the report is the most salient candidate in the sentence because it is marked with topic marker wa, but the less salient candidate government becomes the antecedent of zero anaphor ϕ. Such a problem is often solved by introducing the dependency tree of a sentence. Figure 3 represents the dependency tree of example (1) in which the antecedent of ϕ i appears in the embedded clause. In such a case, an antecedent probably exists among the most salient candidates in the embedded clause. To introduce such structural clues, we used the partial dependency trees as columns in the DEPTREE column set. Anaphoricity determination, which is the task of judging whether a candidate anaphor has an antecedent, was established as a subtask of coreference resolution. This problem was basically solved by exploring the possible candidate antecedents for a given anaphor candidate in its search space, and the results were used for improving the overall performance of coreference resolution, especially in English (Ng, 2004; Wiseman et al., 2015) . Inspired by such previous works, we designed the PRED-CONTEXT set to determine the anaphoricity of zero anaphors, i.e., to judge whether a zero anaphor candidate has its antecedent in a sentence, by consulting the surface word sequences before and after pred i .
MCNN architecture
In our MCNN (Figure 4) , we represent each word in text fragment t by d-dimensional embedding vec-tor x i and t by matrix T = [x 1 , . . . , x |t| ]. 2 T is then wired to a set of M feature maps where each feature map is a vector. Each element O in the feature map is computed by a filter denoted by f j (1 ≤ j ≤ M ) from the N -gram word sequences in t for a fixed integer N , as O = ReLU(W f j • x i:i+N −1 + b f j ), where • denotes element-wise multiplication followed by the summation of the resulting elements (i.e., a Frobenious inner product of W f j and x i:i+N −1 ) and ReLU(x) = max(0, x). In other words, we construct a feature map by convolving a text fragment with a filter, which is parameterized by weight W f j ∈ R d×N and bias b f j ∈ R. Note that there can be several sets of feature maps where each set covers N -grams for different N . Note that the weight of the feature maps for each N -gram in each column set is shared.
As a whole, these feature maps are referred to as a convolution layer. The next layer is called a pooling layer. Here we use max-pooling (Scherer et al., 2010; Collobert et al., 2011) , which simply selects the maximum value among the elements in the same feature map. Our assumption is that the maximum value indicates the existence of a strong clue, i.e., N -gram, for our final judgment. The selected maximum values from all the M feature maps are simply concatenated, and the resulting M -dimensional vector is given to our final layer.
The final layer has vectors coming from multiple feature maps in multiple columns. They are again simply concatenated and constitute a high dimensional feature vector. The final layer applies a linear softmax function to produce the class probabilities of the zero anaphoric labels: true and false. We use a mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with the Adadelta update rule (Zeiler, 2012) , apply random initialization within (-0.01, 0.01) for W f j , and initialize the remaining parameters at zero.
Experiments
Revising annotation results
In our preliminary investigation of the intrasentential zero anaphoric relations in the NAIST Text Corpus (Iida et al., 2007) , since we found more annotation errors than we expected, we decided to revise the annotation results. In this revision, we additionally annotated the subject sharing relations, where two predicates have the same subject regardless whether the subject is realized or omitted, between pairs of predicates in our data set. Note that two predicates can have a subject sharing relation even if neither has a realized subject as far as a subject exists that can naturally fill the subject position of the two predicates. We used the annotated results of subject sharing relations to efficiently detect the annotation errors of intra-sentential zero anaphoric relations, as shown below.
Twenty-six human annotators directly annotated the subject sharing relations for pairs of predicates in a sentence. For this annotation, we automatically extracted from the NAIST Text Corpus all the pairs of predicates that appear in the same sentence and obtained 227,517 predicate pairs. For making the annotation results more reliable, each subject sharing relation was individually judged by three annotators, and the final label was decided by a majority vote. After that, further revisions of the subject sharing relations and the zero anaphoric relations were performed by focusing on the inconsistent annotations between the newly annotated subject sharing relations and the original predicate-argument relations in the NAIST Text Corpus. More precisely, we scrutinized the suspicious annotations such that a subject, which was determined through the annotated subject sharing relations, is not the same as a subject that was directly annotated in the NAIST Text Corpus. In this revision phase, both the subject sharing and zero anaphora relations for such suspicious instances were independently re-annotated by three annotators, and their final labels of both relations were determined by a majority of the their decisions. 3 As a result, 2,120 zero anaphoric instances were newly added to the corpus and 1,184 instances were removed from it for a total of 19,049 instances of intra-sentential subject zero anaphoric relations. 
Experimental settings
The documents in the corpus were divided into five subsets, three of which were used as a training data set, one as a development data set, and one as a testing data set. The statistics of our data set are summarized in Table 1 . We evaluated the performance of our intra-sentential subject zero anaphora resolution method and three baseline methods described below using the revised annotated results in our data set. We implemented our MCNN using Theano (Bastien et al., 2012) .
We pre-trained 300-dimensional word embedding vectors for 1,658,487 words 5 using Skip-gram with a negative-sampling algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013) 6 on a set of all the sentences extracted from Wikipedia articles 7 (35,975,219 sentences). We removed from the training data all the words that only appeared once before training. In training, we treated them as unknown words and assigned them a random vector. To avoid overfitting, we applied early-stopping and dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) of 0.5 to the final layer. We used an SGD with mini-batches of 100 and a learning rate decay of 0.95. We ran ten epochs through all of the training data, where each epoch consisted of many mini-batch updates. We utilized 3-, 4-and 5-grams with 100 filters each and used the F-score of positive instances as our evaluation metric. The total number of the nodes in the final layers of our MCNN was 3,300: 11 columns × 3 N -gram × 100 filters.
Word segmentation, PoS tagging and dependency parsing of the sentences in the NAIST Text Corpus were performed by a Japanese morphological analyzer, MeCab 8 (Kudo et al., 2004) , and a depentwo sets.
5 Words occurring less than five times in all the sentences were ignored to train the word embedding vectors. 6 We set the skip distance to 5 and the number of negative samples to 10.
7 https://archive.org/details/jawiki-20150118 8 http://taku910.github.io/mecab/ dency parser, J.DepP 9 (Yoshinaga and Kitsuregawa, 2009 ).
Baselines
We compared our method with three baseline methods. The first baseline is a single-column convolutional neural network in which the column includes the entire surface word sequence of a sentence. To give the positions of pred i and cand i to the network, we concatenated to each word vector an additional 2-dimensional vector, where the first element is set to one if the corresponding word is pred i , the second element is set to 1 if the corresponding word is cand i , and otherwise they are set to 0. This baseline was adopted for estimating the impact of a multicolumn network compared to a single-column one. The remaining two baselines are Ouchi et al. (2015) 's global optimization method and Iida et al. (2015) 's method based on subject sharing recognition. Note that Ouchi's method outputs predicateargument relations for three grammatical roles (subj, obj, iobj), but for this evaluation we used only the outputs related to intra-sentential subject zero anaphora resolution. As done in Ouchi et al. (2015) , we averaged their performances across ten independent runs because the initial random assignment of the predicate-argument relations that was employed in their method changes the performance. Ouchi's method does not require any development data set, so we used both the development and training data sets for training their joint model. For training the subject sharing recognizer used in Iida's method, we used the annotated subject sharing relations in the training and development data sets. In these two baselines, we used the same morphological analyzer and dependency analyzer as for our method. Table 2 shows the results for each method. Their performances were evaluated by measuring recall, precision, F-score and average precision (Avg.P). To assess the effectiveness of each column set introduced in Section 3.1, we evaluated the performance of our method using every possible combination of column sets that includes at least the BASE column set. We also gave the precision-recall (PR) Table 2 : Results of intra-sentential subject zero anaphora resolution curves of our method using the four column sets (BASE+SURFSEQ+DEPTREE+PREDCONTEXT), the single column baseline, and Ouchi's method in Figure 5 to investigate the behavior of each method at a high precision level. 10 The PR-curves of our method and the single-column baseline were plotted just by altering the threshold parameters in
Results
Step 4 of our method (See Section 3). In contrast, the PR-curve of Ouchi's method cannot be easily plotted because it gives a score to each sentence, not to each zero anaphoric relation. For plotting the PR-curve, we used the normalized global score of a sentence as the score of any zero anaphoric relations in the sentence. 11 Note that the recall of their PR-curve reached just 0.539, shown in Table 2 , because we could not estimate the scores of the zero anaphoric relations that were not outputted by their method. The PR-curves of the other methods also fail to reach 1.0 in recall. This is because the zero anaphoric relations are exclusive; a zero anaphor does not refer to more than one antecedent. If a method provides an incorrect zero anaphoric relation, a correct relation for the same zero anaphor will never be provided in its output. Also, note that the average precision of each method was calculated by averaging the precisions at the available recall 10 The PR-curve of Iida et al. (2015) 's method was not plotted because it does not provide the score of each zero anaphoric relation.
11 The global score provided by Ouchi's method becomes greater based on the number of predicate-argument pairs in a sentence. To control this, we normalized the original global score by the sum of the frequencies of the single or double predicate-argument pairs because the feature functions were applied to such pairs in their method. This achieved the best performance among the normalization schemes we have tried so far. Table 2 show that our method using all the column sets achieved the best average precision among the combination of column sets that include at least the BASE column set. This suggests that all of the clues introduced by our four column sets are effective for performance improvement. Table 2 also demonstrates that our method using all the column sets obtained better average precision than the strongest baseline, Ouchi's method, in spite of an unfavorable condition for it. 12 The results also show that our method with all of the column sets achieved a better F-score than Iida's method and the single-column baseline. However, it achieved a lower F-score than Ouchi's method. This was caused by the choice of different recall levels for computing the F-score. In contrast, the PR- Table 3 : Results of instance-wise evaluation for anaphoric and cataphoric sets curves for these two methods in Figure 5 show that our method obtained higher precision than Ouchi's method at all recall levels. Particularly, it got high precision in a wide range of recall levels (e.g., around 0.8 in precision at 0.25 in recall and around 0.7 in precision at 0.4 in recall), while the precision obtained by Ouchi's method at 0.25 in recall was just around 0.65. We believe this difference becomes crucial when using the outputs of each method for developing accurate real-world NLP applications.
In addition to an evaluation that used all of the test instances, we also investigated how our method performed differently for anaphoric and cataphoric cases. In this evaluation, we first divided our data set into anaphoric and cataphoric sets by the relative position of the candidate antecedent and evaluated the performance by measuring the recall, precision, Fscore and average precision for each set. This evaluation was done instance-wise, where we took into account each pair of a predicate and its candidate antecedent as a classification target, while in the previous evaluation the performance was measured for the set of zero anaphors in the test set. Thus, the figures in Table 2 and Table 3 are not comparable. Note that we only compared our method with the baseline using a single-column convolutional neural network because the other baselines are not able to output the score of each instance for measuring their average precision.
The results in Table 3 show that our MCNN-based method achieved better average precision than the single-column CNN baseline except the method that uses only the BASE column set for the cataphoric case. The results also demonstrate that each column set consistently contributes to improving the average precision for both the anaphoric and cataphoric cases. However, Table 3 shows that the average precision for the cataphoric set remains low. As one future direction for further improvement, we need to explore clues for identifying cataphoric relations more accurately.
Conclusion
This paper proposed an accurate method for intrasentential subject zero anaphora resolution using a Multi-column Convolutional Neural Network (MCNN). As clues, our MCNN exploits both the surface word sequence and the dependency tree of a target sentence. Our experimental results show that the proposed method achieved better precision than the strong baselines in a wide range of recall levels.
As future work, we plan to use our MCNN architecture for inter-sentential zero anaphora resolution and develop highly accurate NLP applications using our intra-sentential subject zero anaphora resolution method.
